
Chapter 2 - Lesson 2 - Animal Senses

Echolocation- a sensory process in some animals, such as dolphins or bats, in which

the animal creates a sound and uses the echoes to make a map of their

surroundings.

-Animals use their senses to learn about the world around them. They depend on

their senses to help them stay safe, find food, find others of their own kind and

move around.

-Sight: is important to the survival of many. The eyes of many predators are at the

front of their head to help focus on prey. The eyes of many prey are on the sides

to help them look out for the predator.

-Nocturnal animals have big eyes to see in the dark. These animals are only

able to see in black and white.

-Hearing: can help animals stay safe from predators and hunt for prey. Animals

also need to hear to communicate. Many animals are able to hear noises humans

cannot.

-Some animals are able to use hearing to create a picture of what is around

them. Echolocation is when animals make a sound that echo off prey. The returning

echoes help the animal find where their food is located.

-Smell: sense of smell helps animals find food, find each other, find good places to

lay eggs and stay away from danger.

-Taste: most animals use their sense of taste to find food. Some butterflies use

their sense of taste to tell whether a plant is a good place to lay eggs.

-Touch: many animals use their sense of touch to warn them of danger or tell them

when predators are near. Many can sense vibrations.

-There are additional senses that some animals have that humans do not:

-Electricity: many animals that live underwater can sense the electricity

that animals give off.  Those that sense the electricity can find their prey.

-Heat: Some animals can sense heat. This can help them find their prey

because some many animals give off heat

-Direction: Animals that migrate use their sense of direction.


